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Annular combustor dynamics
Annular combustors are used in many
practical systems like jet engines and
gas turbines

Annular combustor dynamics constitutes a
central issue in many current applications

In these devices combustion
oscillations may be coupled by
azimuthal modes
Because the diameter is the largest
dimension, these modes occur in the lower
frequency where the flames established in
the chamber are most susceptible to
perturbations
These low frequency modes are also less
well damped than the longitudinal modes
This type of coupling raises scientific
and technical issues

GE-Snecma CFM56

Alstom gas turbine
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Overview of swirling flame dynamics research
Single
injector
systems

EM2C

Annular
systems
with multiple
injectors

EM2C

EM2C

Theory
Simulations
Experiments

Theory

Simulations

Experiments

Very
large number
of investigations

Relatively
large
number

A few
recent
simulations

Very few
model scale
experiments

S. Candel, D. Durox, T. Schuller, J.F. Bourgouin and J. Moeck (2014) Annual Review of Fluid Mechanics. 46, 147-173. Dynamics of swirling
flames.
L. Gicquel, G. Staffelbach, T. Poinsot, Progress in Energy and Combustion Science 38 (6)(2012) 782–817. Large Eddy Simulations of gaseous
flames in gas turbine combustion chambers.
Y. Huang, V. Yang, Progress in Energy and Combustion Science 35 (4) (2009) 293–364. Dynamics and stability of lean-premixed swirl-stabilized
combustion.
T. C. Lieuwen, V. Yang (eds.), Combustion instabilities in gas turbines, Vol. 210 of Progress in Astronautics and
Aeronautics, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc., 2005.

Real systems and laboratory scale annular combustors
CFM 56 turbofan

Annular chamber

Annular combustor MICCA2

Annular combustor MICCA-Spray

Annular geometry

Annular geometry

Annular geometry

Multiple swirled injectors

Multiple swirled injectors

Multiple swirled injectors

Liquid phase injection
(kerosene /air)
High pressure

Premixed (propane/air)

Liquid injection (heptane/air)

Atmospheric pressure

Atmospheric pressure
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MICCA: Premixed C3H8/Air!
Bourgouin, JF, Durox, D, Schuller, T, Beaunier, J, Candel, S (2013)
Ignition dynamics of an annular combustor equipped with multiple
swirling injectors, Combust Flame 160, pp. 1398-1413.!
N. A. Worth and J.R. Dawson (2013) Proc. of the Combust. Inst. 34,
3127-3134. Self-excited circumferential instabilities in a model annular gas
turbine combustor: global flame dynamics.

Two driver units modulate the flow
Hot wire retrieves the velocity fluctuation
Photomultiplier records the heat release
rate fluctuation Q̇0

+ OH* filter

Quartz
tube

Flow!

Combustion!
Acoustic!
Feedback!

FDF measurements

Noiray, N., Durox, D., Schuller, T., &
Candel, S. (2008). A unified framework for
nonlinear combustion instability analysis
based on the flame describing function.
Journal of Fluid Mechanics. 615, 139-167.
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Experimental methodology

MICCA-Spray

Experimental
observations
Instability data

Changes in the flame shape
induce modifications of the
flame response
Geometrical
modifications of
the injector

Single burner:
flame dynamics

Theoretical
framework
Transfer
function
tayloring
FDF
measurements

SICCA-Spray set up

MICCA annular combustor fed by premixed air and propane

The MICCA annular combustor

Injectors feature in this experiment
an exhaust cup and the flames
spread in the lateral direction
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Pr1

Pr2

Five microphones Pr1 to Pr5
An intensified high speed CCD camera

Experimental setup
Detailed view
of a swirler

Pr3

Pr4

Da = 0.05 m

Dm = 0.35 m

Radial
Swirleurs
swirlers
radiaux

C3 H8 + Air

plenum

plenum

16 injectors

Five microphones Pr1 to Pr5
An intensified high speed CCD camera

©Sebastien Candel,
June 2019

Pr5

Experimental setup

Pr1
Pr2

Pr3

Pr4
Pr5
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Annular systems with multiple matrix
injectors (MICCA 3)
Summary points

Swirling injectors

Matrix injectors

Modal structures in annular systems

Harmonic modes are governed by a
Helmholtz equation

Purely azimuthal modes
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Open boundary

Purely longitudinal modes

Rigid
wall

Mixed modes

Temperature
field

1L0A
fnum = 280 Hz
fexp = 252 Hz

2L0A
f
=
470 Hz
fnum=470
Hz

1L1A
fnum = 769 Hz
fexp = 792 Hz

Modal
identification
The mode 1L0A
approximately
corresponds
to m=1, n=0

Temperature

1L0A
f = 280 Hz

1L1A
f = 769 Hz

The mode 1L1A
approximately
corresponds
to m=1,n=1
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Longitudinal mode 1L0A
(f=252 Hz)

Microphone signals

Power spectral density

First azimuthal mode (1A)
The pressure field is a sum of two waves rotating in the
counterclockwise and clockwise directions

s = -1: rotating mode in the clockwise direction
s = 0: standing mode
s = 1: rotating mode in the counterclockwise direction

This spin ratio differs from that introduced by Evesque et al.(203)

Standing (s=0)

Spinning (s=1)

S. Evesque, W. Polifke and C. Pankiewitz (2003) Spinning and azimuthally standing acoustic modes
In annular combustors. AIAA Paper 2003-3182.
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Pressure signal reconstruction and spin ratio determination
The wave amplitudes a and b can be determined from microphone data

Standing mode

Symbols : experimental data,

Pr 1

Pr 2

Rotating mode

Continuous lines : reconstructed signals

Standing mode
Pr 3

Pr 4
Pr 5

The spin ratio is close to zero. This
corresponds to a standing mode
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Standing mode
Flame dynamics coupled by the 1A1L mode at a frequency f=792 Hz

J.F. Bourgouin, D. Durox, T. Schuller, J. Moeck and S. Candel (2013) ASME Paper GT 2013-95010. Self-sustained Instabilities
in an Annular Combustor Coupled by Azimuthal and Longitudinal Acoustic Modes.!

Pr 1

Pr 2
Pr 3

Instability coupled by a rotating
mode 1A1L at a frequency of
f=792 Hz

Pr 4
Pr 5
The spin ratio is close to one. The mode
rotates in the counterclockwise direction
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Continuous switching from a quasi-spinning mode to a standinging mode

spinning

standing

(spinning)

s = + 1 or -1: spinning
s = 0: standing

(standing)

J.F. Bourgouin, D. Durox, T. Schuller, J. Moeck and S. Candel (2013) ASME
Paper GT 2013-95010. Self-sustained Instabilities in an Annular Combustor Coupled
by Azimuthal and Longitudinal Acoustic Modes.!

A calculated rotating mode in a gas turbine combustor

G. Staffelbach, L.Y.M. Gicquel, G. Boudier and T. Poinsot (2009) Proc. Combust. Inst. 32, 2909-2916.
Large Eddy Simulation of self-excited azimuthal modes in annular combustors.
P. Wolf, G. Staffelbach, L.Y.M. Gicquel, J.D Muller and T. Poinsot (2012) Combust. Flame 159, 33983413. Acoustic and large eddy simulation of azimuthal modes in annular combustion chambers.
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P. Wolf, G. Staffelbach, A. Roux, L. Gicquel, T. Poinsot and and V. Moureau (2009) C.R. Meca. 337,
385-394. Massively parallel LES of azimuthal thermo-acoustic instabilities in annular combustors.
P. Wolf, G. Staffelbach, L.Y.M. Gicquel, J.D Muller and T. Poinsot (2012) Combust. Flame 159, 33983413. Acoustic and large eddy simulation of azimuthal modes in annular combustion chambers.

N. A. Worth and J.R. Dawson (2013) Proc. of the Combust. Inst. 34, 3127-3134. Self-excited circumferential
instabilities in a model annular gas turbine combustor: global flame dynamics.

Figure 1: Photograph and schematic of the annular combustion chamber.

rids for both flow conditioning and acoustic damping.
hemispherical body of diameter Dh = 140 mm was
ositioned inside the plenum to converge the flow at
he entrance to each of the inlet tubes. Each inlet tube

⇥
tan 1 (di /do )3 /1 (di /do )2 , and di and do are the
inner and outer swirler diameters. Two di⇥erent swirl
12
configurations were investigated as shown fig. 2. The
first configuration was uniform anti-clockwise (ACW)
2
3
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Long injection
tubes, stabilization
by a bluff body, low
swirl. Variable
spacing

N. A. Worth and J.R. Dawson (2013) Proc. of the Combust. Inst. 34, 3127-3134. Self-excited
circumferential instabilities in a model annular gas turbine combustor: global flame dynamics.

Heat release rate fluctuations (standing azimuthal mode)

Pressure fluctuation distribution in the chamber
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Heat release rate
fluctuations (standing
azimuthal mode)

Pressure fluctuation
distribution in the
chamber
Heat release rate
fluctuations (standing
azimuthal mode)
Pressure fluctuation
distribution in the
chamber

MICCA3 Experimental setup

Work in progress MICCA3

To better understand what determines the structure of the azimuthal
modes, it is interesting to work on an annular chamber operating with
simpler flames than turbulent flames.This is done here by making use
of matrix injectors formed by perforated plates.
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MICCA3 with laminar matrix injectors
0.40 m

Cylindrical
concentric
quartz tubes
Combustion
chamber

Sixteen
injectors

Chamber
backplane

and chamber. An analytical expression is derived for this phase
shift in section 5 and compared with experiments. The flame describing function of a single matrix burner is presented in section
6Matrix
and used to predict the unstable behavior of the system.

constitutes the chamber backplane. The diameters of the inner
and outer quartz tubes are 300 mm and 400 mm respectively. In
the present experiments the two cylindrical walls have the same
length lt = 200 mm in distinction with previous
studies [21–23]
Upstream
where the inner tube had to be shorter than the outer one to obtain
burner
plenum
azimuthal thermo-acoustic instabilities.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The propane/air mixture delivered by a premixing unit is
conveyed to an annular plenum through eight channels which are
plugged on the internal sides of this cavity. A view of the feeding
Waveguide outletlines is given in [23]. Gases in the plenum are exhausted through
sixteen injectors and react in the combustion chamber. Each injector consists
perforated plate made of brass, comprising 89
Laminar conical ﬂames stabilised
onofaa single
holes of diameter d p = 2 mm. The plate thickness is 6 mm. The
matrix burner
backplane, supporting the injectors, is cooled by a water flow.
The chamber walls are made of quartz allowing optical access
to the flame and transmitting light radiation in the near ultraviolet and visible ranges thus providing a full visualization of the
combustion region.
Microphones can be placed in the eight positions MP1 to
MP8 in the plenum (Fig. 2) or in eight other locations in the
backplane of the combustion chamber corresponding to MC1
to MC8 fixed on waveguides (Fig. 2). The pressure taps are
installed on the annular chamber backplane, at equal distances
from two injectors. Each waveguide is composed of a straight
Cut through annular chamber
Top view
metallic tube crossing the plenum and terminated by a 25 m flexOuter quartz tube
showing
waveguide
microphone
taps
(MC)
and
ible
tube
closed
at
its
extremity.
A microphone
is flush
mounted
ddm
= 0.35
0.4 m
m
e=
perpendicular
the wave duct, at
170 mm from
the chamber
plenumtomicrophone
locations
(MP)
back plane. The microphone is located close to the injector comdi quartz
= 0.3 tube
m
Inner
Quartz
pared to the length of the whole system, and one can assume
tube
that theSymmetry
amplitude recorded
by the sensor is a good approximaSymmetricline
line
tion of the pressure in the chamber near the waveguide outlet.
z
The distance
Mp(6:7)between the zone of interest and the microphone
lt =
0.2 m
Perforated
position defines a time lag tm b Mc(3:4)
= 0.5 ms. This time is not negligible compared6 to the5 period
plate
4 of the instabilities
l = 0.2 m
Mp(2:3) observed in the
Mc(7:8)
present study
accurately
7 (2 ms). This time 3has to be determined
High
speed
High speed!
to ensure a precise synchronization between the acoustic
pres2
camera
8
camera
sure signals in the chamber and the heat release rate records
but
θ shift between pressure signals
also to establish
a possible phase
1
9
in the chamber and in the plenum. It is therefore interesting to
study the10sensitivity of the delay t16
m b to the temperature. One
can neglect heat convection in the tube because it is closed at
Plenum
Plenum
8 feeding lines
15 waveguide channels are only
11
its end. Therefore,
the metallic
Mc(15:16)
12
14
FIGURE 1. Top: Photograph of the MICCA combustor and detailed
heated
up by conduction
Mp(10:11)
13 but this effect is lowered by the coolview of the matrix injectors.
waveguide outlet is located at equal
C3H8A+Air
ing of the combustor backplane. The waveguides, that cross the
Mc(11:12)
Mp(14:15)
distances from the two injectors. Bottom: Schematic representation of
plenum, are also cooled down by
the impact of the feeding line
the
experimental
setup.
jets exhausted in the plenum. It can be inferred that the waveg16 perforated plates
uide mean
temperature does not rise by more than 10% and that
thickness 6 mm
Camera
Camera
the delay tm b does not increase by more than 5%. The uncer89 holes,
diameter 2mm
The annular setup MICCA shown in Fig. 1 comprises an
tainty in the phase shift at 500 Hz between plenum and chamber
on
a square
mesh
of 3 mm
upstream
plenum,
a combustion
chamber made of two cylinmicrophone signals is correspondingly limited to 0.08 rad. In
Figure
2:
Schematic
of
the
top view of the experimental setup with the positions of
drical concentric quartz tubes and sixteen injectors mounted on
the present experiment, not all pressure taps are used with only
the flange which separatesmicrophones
the plenum from theused
chamberin
andthe study
four microphones
measure
pressure
fluctuations in
plenum
and towith
the
positions
ofthethe
cameras. The dashed

Experimental setup

corresponds to the symmetry
axis of the flameCopyright
structure
observed
during the experim
c 2014
4
by ASME
presented in this article.
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Part III - Experimental results and comparison with model

7.3
7.3.1
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Annular chamber modes characterization
Stability map of the annular combustor

Under lean conditions < 0.7, the flames are long, quiet and strongly detached
from the matrix injectors and the system is essentially stable. When the equivalence ratio is increased, the flames get closer and closer to their respective
injectors and as soon as a few flamesSpinning
attach to their burners three or four, the
annular chamber exhibits strong longitudinal
thermo-acoustic oscillations. For
(486 Hz)
an equivalence ratio > 0.8 and bulk velocities ub > 1 m.s 1 , the flames are all
attached to their injectors and the combustor is always unstable. For most of
the flow conditions, a complex low frequency chugging mode is observed, but,
Standing
by setting the gas and air flow rates at certain
values, some distinct oscillation
modes can be found. The chugging mode is(495
not examined
in this chapter.
Hz)

Azimuthal coupling modes

Slanted
35thSymposium
φ

1.2
1

Chugging
Standing
Slanted
Spinning
Longi

Spinning
0.8
ASME
GT2014-25067 0.6
1.5
2
−1
Bulk velocity u (m.s )
b

DD

2.5

Standing
N3L Meeting
Munich
June 18-21, 2013

Axial
(320 Hz)

Figure 7.4: Unstable modes observed in the annular combustion chamber as a function of equivalence ratio
and bulk flow velocity ub . Symbols show the boundaries
of the diﬀerent oscillation regimes. Specific unstable modes are observed inside the
domains colored in grey. The chugging mode is plotted only for illustrative purposes
because the limits of this mode could not be Experiments
clearly identified.
in MICCA 2 annular combustor with matrix
Injectors (spinning, standing, slanted modes)
JM modes
SC are mapped in Fig. 7.4 as a function of the equivTS unstable
The diﬀerent
JFB

alence ratio and bulk flow velocity ub . The distinct zones are obtained by
setting the air and gas flow rates at a condition where the combustor becomes
unstable. Then the air or gas flow rate is increased or decreased until the
instability switches to the chugging mode. Four limit conditions are therefore obtained and represented by symbols which are linked by dotted lines to
highlight the domains corresponding to the diﬀerent unstable regimes. Due
to hysteresis of the system, the chugging mode can also be found in regions
corresponding to the four other modes. The “slanted” and spinning modes are
particularly sensitive to thermal conditions and can only be observed when the
combustor has been running for about ten minutes. An unusual “slanted” mode
is manifested in the form of a stable azimuthal mode with small amplitudes in

i

i

i
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Standing mode
Standing azimuthal mode

v0 = 2.12 m s

1

= 1.11

Slightly different conditions

Close to the nodal line, the flames move with a small amplitude of vibration. At
90° from this line, the flames oscillate vigorously, and they are blown-off on their
periphery.

Standing azimuthal mode

v0 = 2.12 m s

1

= 1.11

Phase average of the oscillation, from the images recorded by the intensified high
speed camera at 12500 fr/s. Images are plotted in false color
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Standing azimuthal mode
High speed film : 12500 frames/s

Nodal Line

Injector close to the nodal line

Standing azimuthal mode
High speed film : 12500 frames/s

Nodal Line

Injector at 90° from the nodal line
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Standing azimuthal mode

High speed movie : 12500 frames/s

Nodal Line

Injector between the nodal line and the orthogonal
location

In the combustion chamber
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Spinning mode

FIGURE 4. Phase average of 1000 images recorded by the ICMOS camera for the spinning mode f = 0.96 and ub = 1.49 m.s
reading is from left to right and from top to bottom.

MC1

MC3

MC5

MC7
Pressure (Pa)

Pressure (Pa)

100
50

−50
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400

φ = 0.96 and ub = 1.49 m s-1
MP3

Chamber

0
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−100
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Time (ms)
MP3

1008

MP5

1010

The direction of

MC1
0

MC3

MC4MC7

2
MP4

4

6
Time (ms)

2
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1
MP2
0.8
0.6
0.4
MC2
H1
H7 0.2
0
8
10 MP1
Q’/ Q

150

1.

tative of the instantaneous heat r
Two photomultipliers, equ
time resolved heat release rate s
(H1 and H7) are arranged as sh
tioned in the inner quartz tube a
tiplier to block the light emitted

H1

FIGURE 5. Pressure and photomultiplier signals
✓ corresponding to a
MC1
spinning mode forMC5
a bulk velocity ub = 1.49 m.s 1 and an equivalence
ratio f = 0.96. In black: microphone signals MC1 and MC7 in the
chamber. In red: photomultipliers signals H1 and H7.

MP7

200

MP5

MP8

MC6
MC8
Plenum
[ p/2, p/2], however,
this phase shift is large when
compared

0

to values obtained for example in the swirl configurations [23].
The phase shift between the pressureMC7
and heat release
rate flucR
MP6
MP7
tuations tends to reduce the driving source term V q0 p0 dV and
−400
1000
1002
1004
1006
1008
1010
therefore plays an important role in the establishment of the limit
Time (ms)
H7
cycle [30].
It is nextFIGURE
interesting
to examine
thetopvariability
the nodalsetup with
FIGURE 3. Pressure signal recorded by microphones in the chamber
2. Schematic
of the
view of the in
experimental
line position.
Around
131000
phase angles,
representing
more
(top)
and in the plenum
(bottom) forrecorded
the spinning mode
obtained
at f =
microphone
and
photomultiplier
measurement
locations
indicated.
Pressure
signals
by
microphones
in
the
chamber
(top)
and
in
the
plenum
than 2000 cycles, have been grouped into 64 equal intervals to
0.96 and ub = 1.49 m.s 1 .
(bottom) for the spinning mode!
determine the histogram of the nodal line angular position for
fourshown
others in
to record
in the combustion
the spinningand
mode
Fig. 6.fluctuations
This histogram
is obtainedchamber.
ASME TurboExpo, June,16-20, 2014, Düsseldorf, Germany.
microphone
positions will
given later
on. This allows a
the two photomultipliers is settled to have the same value of the
reproduciblyThe
from
data corresponding
to be
repeated
experiments
detailed modal analysis of the pressure field inside the plenum
mean signal. The phase shift between the photomultiplier signals
indicating that the result is statistically stable. For an ideal spinand the combustion chamber.
H1 and H7 is 1.58 rad being close to the theoretical value p/2.
ning mode, the nodal line rotates uniformly at the frequency
3 of
The annular chamber is ignited by one electrode inducing a
The phase shift between the photomultiplier and microphone sigthe mode andspark
the associated
histogram is a constant function.
In
of around 25 mJ with a repetition period 9
of 10 ms. The
nals has a finite value around p/4 rad (yH1 MC1 = 0.79 rad and
the experimental
histogram
nodal line
angle,
electrode,
whichofisthe
introduced
from
the the
top,frequency
is removed when
yH7 MC7 = 0.75 rad). These values indicate that the Rayleigh
at which thethe
different
modes
areignited
obtained
is not uniform,
chamber
is fully
to improve
the systemespesymmetry at
source term is positive (i.e. that the flames feed energy in the
cially in the steady
chamber.
Two peaks emerge for the angles 0.48 rad
state.
acoustic mode) because the phase differences are in the range
and -1.21 rad and
the separation
is not
toodynamics
far fromare
p/2.
Thereby an inImages
of the global
flame
recorded
−200

Direct imaging of unstable regime
6

tensified CMOS camera APX-i2 (512 ⇥ 256 px2 ) providing an
Copyright
2014 bypicture
ASMEof the an8-bit resolution in grey level.
To get ac complete
nular chamber, the camera is equipped with a Nikon 35-200 mm
zoom lens. The camera is set 1 m higher than the position of
the chamber backplane and at 3.5 m from the center of the combustion chamber. The frame rate and shutter duration are respectively set at 12500 Hz and 79 µs. The camera is also equipped
with timing circuits that provide a synchronization signal used to
link images and pressure signals. The amplifier gain of the camera remains constant in all experiments discussed in this study.
The camera is sensitive to radiation in the visible and UV ranges
down to 200 nm. However, the UV radiation is filtered by the
glass lenses of the camera. The light intensity recorded by the
camera is dominated by the emission of excited species in the
visible domain, mainly originating from CH⇤ and C⇤2 radicals.
The color of the premixed flame is light blue and, for an equivalence ratio up to f = 1.1 soot production is negligible. Images
recorded by this device can therefore be interpreted as represen-

Standard video (25 frames/s) of the combustor
under spinning mode oscillation
Pressure nodal line

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For a bulk velocity ub = 1.
trix burners and an equivalence
tures a well established spinning
fsp = 498 Hz. The spinning mo
minutes if the flow conditions a
clockwise and counter-clockwis
flow conditions. The rotation dir
pends on the initial conditions,
one direction, this persists as lon
fixed. This is perfectly consiste
on a simplified rotationally sym
a spinning mode which rotates
ditions have to be modified, by
the equivalence ratio until the
is brought back to the original
f = 0.96) and the spinning mod
other direction. Several tries are
sired rotation direction but the s
prevalent rotation direction. A c
is examined in what follows.
In the plenum, the four mi
sinusoidal signal with a peak am
phase shifts between the two m
their relative positions. For insta
tive azimuthal angles of 0 and p
signals have a temporal phase
ing to note that the pressure ant
clockwise direction for this reco
the four microphones record p
quency but at a lower amplitude
ing signals are similar at the fou
is still propagating in the counte
the pressure signals recorded in
metric relative to the ambient m
ence of harmonics.
The flame dynamics can
phase averages of images recor
area of the flames where the he
pears in yellow/white in Fig. 4
the perforated injection plates.
rate also rotates uniformly in the
The unsteady chamber pres
plotted in Fig. 5 correspond to

5

Propane - Air f= 450 Hz

= 1.14 and ub = 1.33m.s

1

20
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3D simulations [
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For a bulk velocity ub = 1.49 m.s 1 in each
trix burners and an equivalence ratio f = 0.96,
tures a well established spinning azimuthal mode
fsp = 498 Hz. The spinning mode can be maint
minutes if the flow conditions are not altered. Du
clockwise and counter-clockwise modes are obse
flow conditions. The rotation direction of the azim
pends on the initial conditions, but, when a mod
one direction, this persists as long as the operatin
fixed. This is perfectly consistent with theoretic
on a simplified rotationally symmetric model [9
a spinning mode which rotates in the other direc
ditions have to be modified, by changing the b
the equivalence ratio until the mode vanishes.
is brought back to the original conditions (ub =
f = 0.96) and the spinning mode emerges and m
other direction. Several tries are sometimes need
sired rotation direction but the system does not se
prevalent rotation direction. A counter-clockwise
is examined in what follows.
In the plenum, the four microphones record
sinusoidal signal with a peak amplitude of 250 P
phase shifts between the two microphone signal
their relative positions. For instance, MP1 and M
tive azimuthal angles of 0 and p/2 (Fig. 2) and th
signals have a temporal phase shift of p/2. It
ing to note that the pressure anti-node is moving
clockwise direction for this record. In the chamb
the four microphones record periodic signals a
quency but at a lower amplitude, around 65 Pa. T
ing signals are similar at the four positions and th
is still propagating in the counter-clockwise direc
the pressure signals recorded in the chamber are
metric relative to the ambient mean pressure indi
ence of harmonics.
The flame dynamics can also be discusse
phase averages of images recorded by the camer
area of the flames where the heat release rate is
pears in yellow/white in Fig. 4 and is located in
the perforated injection plates. The maximum
rate also rotates uniformly in the counter-clockw
The unsteady chamber pressure and heat rele
plotted in Fig. 5 correspond to the spinning mod
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Pressure
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bulkwaves
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1 and an equivalence
spinning
modeand
for aphotomultiplier
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1.49 m.s corresponding
−1
in black:
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and
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The
vertical
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ub f= =
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φ =MC7
0.96.infor
and spinning
four others to recordmode.
fluctuations in the
combustion
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ratio
0.96.m.s
In
microphone
signals
MC1chamber
and
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The microphone positions will be given later on. This allows a
chamber. In red: photomultipliers
signals H1 and
detailedpositions.
modal analysis of the pressure field inside the plenum
black lines represent
theH7.
injector azimuthal
duced by the azi
and the combustion chamber.
In black: microphone signals MC1 and MC7 in the chamber.
The annular chamber is ignited by one electrode inducing a
release rate fluct
spark of around 25 mJ with a repetition period of 10 ms. The
In red: photomultipliers signals H1 and H7.
electrode, which is introduced from the top, is removed when
tion is adequate
[ p/2, p/2], however, this phase shift is large when compared the chamber is fully ignited to improve the system symmetry at
ASME TurboExpo, June,16-20, 2014, Düsseldorf, Germany.
steady state.
is
no
apparent
reason
for
this
and
we
assume
that
it
is
a
coincito values obtained for example in the swirl configurations [23]. Images of the global flame dynamics are recorded by an inshould not be con
tensified CMOS camera APX-i2 (512 ⇥ 256 px ) providing an
The phase shift dence.
between the
pressure
and heat
rate flucThis
shows
thatrelease
aR purely
spinning
mode
may
arise
even
8-bit resolution in grey level. To get a complete picture of the anThe comparison
tuations tends to reduce the driving source term V q0 p0 dV and nular chamber, the camera is equipped with a Nikon 35-200 mm
zoom lens. Thebut
camerathe
is set 1 asymmetry
m higher than the position is
of
if
the
system
is
not
perfectly
symmetric,
that this assumpt
therefore plays an important role in the establishment of the limit the chamber backplane and at 3.5 m from the center of the combustion
chamber.
The
frame
rate
and
shutter
duration
are
respecadmittedly small.
cycle [30].
uration.
tively set at 12500 Hz and 79 µs. The camera is also equipped
timing circuits that provide a synchronization signal used to
It is next interesting to examine the variability in the nodal with
link images and pressure signals. The Spinning
amplifier gain of the cammodeThe system
line position. Around 131000 phase angles, representing more era remains constant in all experiments discussed in this study.
The camera is sensitive to radiation in the visible and UV ranges
that are linked to
than 2000 cycles, have been grouped into 64 equal intervals to down to 200 nm. However, the UV radiation is filtered by the
glass lenses of the camera. The light intensity recorded by the
determine the histogram2of the nodal line angular position for camera is dominated by the emission of excited species in the
treated as cylind
the spinning mode shown in Fig. 6. This histogram is obtained visible domain, mainly originating from CH and C radicals.
The color of the premixed flame is light blue and, for an equivin the longitudin
reproducibly from data corresponding to repeated experiments alence ratio up to f = 1.1 soot production is negligible. Images
the velocity fluct
indicating that the result 1
is statistically stable. For an ideal spin- recorded by this device can therefore be interpreted as represen5
Copyright c
ning mode, the nodal line rotates uniformly at the frequency of
chamber can
be d
0 histogram is a constant function. In
the mode and the associated
on the basis of th
the experimental histogram of the nodal line angle, the frequency
tain a dispersion
at which the different modes
−1 are obtained is not uniform, especially in the chamber. Two peaks emerge for the angles 0.48 rad
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FIGURE 7. Histogram of the nodal line for the spinning mode.
difficult to obtain
The nodal lines feature an angular shift which can be explained (see lecture tomorrow morning) In the prese
considered to be
Figure 7 shows the instantaneous angular location of the
acoustic wavelen
ASME TurboExpo, June,16-20, 2014, Düsseldorf, Germany.
nodal line for the acoustic modes in the plenum and in the chamthat a combustor
ber. The nodal lines are obtained by processing microphone sigtributed regularly
nals and reconstructing the pressure field and the sampling fretem with an21infin
quencies are much higher than the observed oscillation precludinjection surface
ing any possible stroboscopic effect. Around five oscillations are
proximation, the
1

FIGURE 2. Schematic of the top view of the experimental setup with
microphone and photomultiplier measurement locations indicated.
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The slanted mode

Images are recorded by an Intensified CMOS camera at a frame rate set at 12500 Hz.
Each phase of the sequence is averaged over 1000 instantaneous images.
Some reflections on the transparent walls are visible in the neighborhood of the two sides
of the image

The slanted mode
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lution of the brightness for 8 injectors located on the same side with
of symmetry, from injector 14 up to injector 5.
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The slanted mode
Flame Describing Function (FDF) at the frequency of oscillation

PM with
OH* filter

Hot wire
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Flame response on a single matrix burner versus the relative
amplitude of an axial perturbation at the frequency of 450 Hz.

The flame describing function is
determined in a single injector
configuration that is modulated
externally by a driver unit.
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volution of the
e of symmetry, from injector 14 up to injector 5.
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Summary points
The annular system with swirling injectors features
various types of thermo-acoustic oscillations
Analysis of pressure signals indicates a continuous
switching between standing and spinning modes. The
greatest probability corresponds to the standing
mode
A well established spinning mode is observed in
the annular burner equipped with matrix injectors
The nodal lines in the plenum and chamber feature
an angular shift

Summary points
In the slanted pattern case the acoustic field comprises an axial mode and
a standing azimuthal mode which have coinciding frequencies
This combination produces a pressure pattern with a
maximum amplitude of oscillation on one side of the
annulus while the amplitude is minimal on the other side
Using the flame describing function one can explain the time shift in the
flame motions at the various injectors which takes the form of
a wave sweeping the different injectors
It is shown that the phase shift evolution in the light intensity of the different
injectors is a direct result of the nonlinear response of these elements
when they are subjected to large velocity oscillations
35th International Symposium on Combustion, San Francisco Aug. 3-8, 2014!
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MICCA-Spray (liquid spray injection of n-heptane or dodecane

Side view of MICCA Spray

Schematic top view showing locations of
the photomultiplier and chamber microphone
arrays

Large amplitude azimuthal instabilities in MICCA-Spray leading to partial blow-off

Kevin Prieur

First Clean Sky
prize 2018
K. Prieur, D. Durox, T. Schuller and S. Candel (2017) J. Eng. Gas Turbines Power. 140, 031503. Strong
azimuthal instabilities in a spray annular chamber with intermittent partial blow-off.
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Partial flame blow off in MICCA-Spray in the presence of an azimuthal
standing mode of high amplitude (4000 Pa peak)

Extinction des flammes situées au voisinage de la ligne nodale

Flames located near the nodal line of the azimuthal mode are blown-off during a period of 20 ms when
the level of fluctuation exceeds 4000 Pa
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Nonlinear interaction between the precessing vortex core and acoustic oscillations

PVC

Acoustic
instability
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